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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the statistical machine translation (SMT) sys-
tems developed by RWTH Aachen University for the Patent Trans-
lation task of the 9th NTCIR Workshop. Both phrase-based and hi-
erarchical SMT systems were trained for the constrained Japanese-
English and Chinese-English tasks. Experiments were conducted
to compare different training data sets, training methods and opti-
mization criteria as well as additional models for syntax and phrase
reordering. Further, for the Chinese-English subtask we applied
a system combination technique to create a consensus hypothesis
from several different systems.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Nature Language Processing]: machine translation
General Terms
Experimentation
Keywords
SMT, Patent Translation
Team Name
RWTH Aachen
Subtasks/Languages
Japanese-to-English PatentMT, Chinese-to-English PatentMT
External Resources Used
Stanford Parser, MeCab, LDC Segmenter
1. INTRODUCTION
This is the RWTHAachen University system paper for the Patent
Translation Task of the 9th NTCIR Workshop. We submitted re-
sults for the two subtasks Japanese-English and Chinese-English.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we describe
the baseline systems for both the Japanese-English and the Chinese-
English task, including phrase-based and hierarchical SMT sys-
tems. Section 3 focuses on the system setup and additional models
used for Japanese-English. Section 4 speciﬁes the system setup
and additional models used for Chinese-English. In both sections,
experimental results are presented to compare different techniques.
Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 5.
2. TRANSLATION SYSTEMS
For the NTCIR-9 Patent Translation evaluation we utilized RWTH’s
state-of-the-art phrase-based and hierarchical translation systems
as well as our in-house system combination framework. GIZA++
[13] was employed to train word alignments. All systems were
evaluated using the automatic BLEU [14] and TER [15] metrices.
2.1 Phrase-Based System
We apply a phrase-based translation (PBT) system similar to the
one described in [21]. Phrase pairs are extracted from a word-
aligned bilingual corpus and their translation probabilities in both
directions are estimated by relative frequencies. The standard fea-
ture set further includes an n-gram language model, phrase-level
IBM-1 and word-, phrase- and distortion-penalties. Parameters are
optimized with the downhill simplex algorithm [11] on the word
graphs.
2.2 Hierarchical System
For the hierarchical setups described in this paper, the open source
toolkit Jane [18] is employed. Jane has been developed at RWTH
and implements the hierarchical approach as introduced by [1] with
some state-of-the-art extensions. In hierarchical phrase-based trans-
lation, a weighted synchronous context-free grammar is induced
from parallel text. In addition to contiguous lexical phrases, hier-
archical phrases with up to two gaps are extracted. The search was
carried out using the cube pruning algorithm [5].
The standard models integrated into the Jane baseline systems
are phrase translation probabilities and lexical translation proba-
bilities on the phrase level, each for both translation directions,
length penalties on the word and phrase level, three binary features
marking hierarchical phrases, glue rules as well as rules with non-
terminals at the boundaries, source-to-target and target-to-source
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phrase length ratios, four binary count features and an n-gram lan-
guage model. The model weights are optimized with standardMERT
[12] on 100-best lists.
In addition to the standard features, parse matching and soft
syntatic label features, which are two models using syntactical in-
formation of the English target side, are applied as described in
[16]. The motivation to add these models to the Jane system is to
improve the reodering further and to obtain a more grammatically
correct translation. The linguistic information necessary for these
models was extracted by applying the Stanford parser1 to the En-
glish target sentences.
2.3 System Combination
For the Chinese-English subtask, we also submitted results gen-
erated by our system combination framework. System combination
is used to generate a consensus translation from multiple hypothe-
ses produced with different translation engines, leading to a hy-
pothesis which is better in terms of translation quality than any of
the individual hypotheses. The basic concept of RWTH’s approach
to machine translation system combination has been described by
Matusov et al. [8, 9]. This approach includes an enhanced align-
ment and reordering framework. A lattice is built from the input
hypotheses. The translation with the best score within the lattice
according to some statistical models is then selected as the consen-
sus translation.
2.4 Language Models
All language models are standard n-gram language models trained
with the SRI toolkit [17] using interpolated modiﬁed Kneser-Ney
smoothing. For both language pairs, we trained a language model
on the target side of the bilingual data. For the Japanese-English
task, parts of the monolingual United States Patent and Trademark
Ofﬁce have been used. For the Chinese-English task, we use the
three data sets us2003, us2004 and us2005 of the above corpus.
We have not used the monolingual data from the Japan Patent Of-
ﬁce as adding these corpora did not decrease the LM perplexity on
the development corpus.
2.5 Categorization
To reduce the sparseness of the training data in both tasks, four
different categories (URLs, numbers, dates, hours) are introduced.
Each word in the training data ﬁtting into one of the categories is re-
placed by a unique category symbol. After the translation process,
the symbol is again replaced by the original value. Chinese numer-
als are converted into Arabic numerals with a rule-based script.
3. JAPANESE-ENGLISH
3.1 Preprocessing
The segmentation of the Japanese text was done using the pub-
licly availableMeCab toolkit2. MeCab generates a very ﬁne-grained
tokenization, especially in the case of verbs, often splitting the
verb ending into several tokens. This can sometimes lead to prob-
lems during decoding, because in reordering these tokens can be
independently moved to different positions in the sentence. We
therefore tried a more coarse-grained tokenization by automatically
merging verb endings to a single token with a rule-based script.
Moreover, all forms of the copula “である” (“to be”) and the modal
verb “する” (“to do”) were merged into a single token as well.
1http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
2http://mecab.sourceforge.net/
MeCab merged endings
設け・られ・て・いる 設け・られている
要求・さ・れ・た 要求・された
必要・で・ある 必要・である
Figure 1: The MeCab standard tokenization vs. the coarser
“merged endings” tokenization
In the experiments, we refer to this tokenization as merged end-
ings. See Figure 1 for some examples of the different tokenization
schemes.
The katakana script is partly used to transcribe loanwords from
other languages in Japanese. In the patent domain, there are many
English technical terms which are transcribed in katakana. In the
training data, about 8% of the tokens are katakana words. However,
while the English terms may consist of several words, e.g. “clump
cutter”, the Japanese transcription in the patent data was usually
written as a single word, e.g. “クランプカッター” without any
separation mark (“・”). The MeCab segmenter does not automati-
cally split these compound words.
For machine translation of German, [7] describes a frequency-
based compound splitting method. We adapted this method to per-
form compound splitting for Japanese katakana words. We only
allowed the splitting if each component has a length of at least two
characters. This leads to improved word alignments, as the English
technical terms and their transcriptions in Japanese have the same
number of words. Further, the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate is re-
duced, because new compound terms consisting of known compo-
nents can be translated. On the development data set, the number
of OOVs is reduced from 178 to 122. We denote this preprocessing
variant as katakana split.
Statistics of the training data with the different preprocessing
variants are given in Table 1.
3.2 System setup
We use both a standard phrase-based (see Section 2.1) and a hi-
erarchical system (see Section 2.2). GIZA++ is used to produce a
word alignment for the preprocessed bilingual training data. From
the word alignment we heuristically extract the standard or hierar-
chical phrase/rule table. We used the provided pat-dev-2006-2007
data as development set (“dev”) to optimize the log-linear model
parameters. As unseen test set (“test”) we used the NTCIR-8 in-
trinsic evaluation data set. The language model is a 4-gram trained
only on the bilingual data. An additional language model, denoted
as usLM, is a 4-gram trained on the bilingual data and the monolin-
gual data sets us2003 and us2005.
3.3 Experimental Results
Based on our observations in previous experiments [6], we chose
4BLEU-TER as the optimization criterion for the phrase-based sys-
tem, as this leads to a more stable optimization. For the hierarchical
system, we used the standard BLEU criterion, as 4BLEU-TER led
to a degragation of performance in this case.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2. While we cannot
observe signiﬁcant changes in performance between the different
preprocessing schemes, the combination of both merged endings
and katakana split led to the best results. Using the larger language
model (usLM) leads to another small improvement.
The clearest observation from our results is that the hierarchical
paradigm is strongly superior to the standard phrase-based system
with a difference of 2.6 in BLEU on test. One of the reasons is
the substantial difference in the word order between Japanese and
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bilingual corpora Japanese English
MeCab merged endings katakana split merged endings + katakana split
Sentences 3,172,464
Running Words 113,517,693 108,466,479 114,129,980 109,064,806 109,920,763
Vocabulary 150,753 150,927 122,144 122,295 112,214
Table 1: Corpus statistics for the different Japanese preprocessings of the bilingual training data.
dev test
Japanese→English opt criterion BLEU TER BLEU TER
Jane +merged endings +katakana split +syntax BLEU 28.9 64.7 30.4 63.5
Jane +merged endings +katakana split BLEU 28.8 64.4 30.3 63.4
Jane +katakana split BLEU 28.4 65.3 30.2 64.1
Jane +merged endings BLEU 27.7 66.0 29.6 64.5
Jane BLEU 28.5 65.0 30.1 63.6
PBT +merged endings +katakana split +usLM 4BLEU -TER 25.7 65.2 27.8 63.3
PBT +merged endings +katakana split 4BLEU -TER 25.5 65.4 27.7 63.7
PBT +katakana split 4BLEU -TER 25.4 65.4 27.5 64.1
PBT +merged endings 4BLEU -TER 25.0 65.0 27.3 63.7
PBT 4BLEU -TER 25.2 65.5 27.4 64.0
Table 2: RWTH systems for the NTCIR-9 Japanese-English Patent translation task (truecase). PBT is the standard phrase-based system, Jane
the hierarchical system. BLEU and TER results are in percentage.
frequency Japanese English
37 X0 をX1 X1X0
34 X0 にX1 X1 X0
26 X0 のX1 X1 X0
23 X0 はX1 X0 X1
14 , X0 の of the X0
12 X0 に示すよう as shown in X0
12 X0 するX1 X1X0
12 X0 はX1 X1X0
11 X0 したX1 X1X0
11 X0 にはX1 X0 X1
11 X0 の of the X0
10 X0 , X1 ように X0 , as X1 ,
9 図X0 は , FIG . X0 is a
8 また , X0 とX1 the X0 and the X1
8 にX0 X0 to
8 のX0 X0 of
8 のX0 に to the X0 of
Table 3: Excerpt of the most frequent hierarchical rules used in
translation of the test set.
English. From looking at the phrase table, we can see that the hi-
erarchical rules are very well suited to deal with this difference in
word order and reorder whole phrases based on particles such as
は, の, を,に, etc., which mark the end of these phrases. Table 3
shows some of the most frequent hierarchical rules used to translate
test. The three topmost rules reorder two adjacent phrases, where
the ﬁrst phrase is marked by the particleを,に orの.
The fact that the hierarchical rules can capture the long range
dependencies between the Japanese and English language can be
seen by taking a close look at the example sentence given in Figure
2. The Japanese sentence「本 発明は、半導体ウェハなど
No. Japanese English
1 . .
2 X0 は , X1 に関する X0 relates to a X1
3 本発明 the present invention
4 X0 のX1 X1 X0
5 研磨方法 polishing method
6 半導体X0 などX1 X1 a semiconductor X0 or the like
7 を研磨するため for polishing
8 ウェハ wafer
Table 4: Rules used for translating the example sentence from Fig-
ure 2 with the hierarchical paradigm.
を 研磨 する ため の 研磨 方法 に関する 。」 is translated
into “the present invention relates to a polishing method for pol-
ishing a semiconductor wafer or the like .” It is obvious that the
word order of the hierarchical translation is much better than that
of the phrase-based translation. Taking a look at the hierarchical
rules used for this sentence shown in Table 4 and the phrase-based
counterpart in Table 5, the reason becomes clear. Rules 2,4 and 6
account for long-distance relationships, which the standard phrase-
based paradigm is unable to capture. Rule 2 moves the verb関す
る to the correct position after the sentence topic / subject. The
phrase-based system on the other hand has learned to overgener-
ate the verb with phrase 10. Rule 4 switches the order of the two
adjoining clauses separated by the particle の. The phrase-based
decoder keeps the original word order, which is incorrect in En-
glish in this case. Finally, rule 6 again performs a reordering of
the auxiliary subclauseを研磨するため meaning for polishing
before its object 半導体 ウェハ, meaning semiconductor wafer,
which is the correct English word order. The phrase-based system
again fails to reorder correctly.
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source 本発明は ,半導体ウェハなどを研磨するための研磨方法に関する .
phrase-based the present invention relates to a semiconductor wafer or for polishing relates to a method of polishing .
hierarchical the present invention relates to a polishing method for polishing a semiconductor wafer or the like .
reference The present invention relates to a method for polishing a semiconductor wafer or the like .
Figure 2: Example sentence from test, comparing the hierarchical and the phrase-based translation system.
No. Japanese English
9 . .
10 本発明は ,半導体 the present invention
relates to a semiconductor
11 ウェハなど wafer or
12 を研磨するため for polishing
13 の研磨方法に関する relates to a method of polishing
Table 5: Phrases used for translating the example sentence from
Figure 2 with the phrase-based paradigm.
bilingual corpora Chinese English
Sentences 992,519
Running Words 41,249,103 42,651,202
Vocabulary 95,320 315,953
Table 6: Corpus statistics of the preprocessed bilingual training
data for the RWTH systems for the NTCIR-9 Chinese-English sub-
task.
4. CHINESE-ENGLISH
4.1 System Setup
Preprocessing The preprocessing mainly consists of tokeniza-
tion and categorization. The tokenization cleans up the data and
separates punctuations from neighboring words so that they are in-
dividual tokens. For Chinese, tokenization also includes Chinese
word segmentation. We use the LDC segmenter3. The categoriza-
tion was done as described in Section 2.5.
Corpus Table 6 shows the statistics of the bilingual data used.
We ﬁltered out a small fraction with a mismatching source/target
sentence length. The LM is built on the target side of the bilin-
gual corpora. Table 7 shows the monolingual corpus statistics. We
combine this monolingual data with the English side of the bilin-
gual data to build a big LM ( we refer to the LM that only uses the
English side of the bilingual corpora as small LM ). For the phrase-
based decoder, we use a 6-gram LM, for the hierachical system a
4-gram LM.
The organizer provided a development corpus with 2000 sen-
tences. To speed up the system tuning, we randomly split it into
two parts and use them as development and test corpora.
Additional models We utilize the following addtional models in
the log linear framework: The triplet lexicon model and the dis-
criminative lexicon model [10], which take a wider context into ac-
count, and the discriminative reordering model [20] as well as the
source decoding sequence model [2] which capture phrase order
information.
4.2 System combination of bidirectional trans-
lation systems
3http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/Chinese/LDC_ch.htm
monolingual corpora English running words
us2003 1,486,878,644
us2004 1,465,846,627
us2005 1,295,478,799
Table 7: Corpus statistics of the preprocessed monolingual train-
ing data for the RWTH systems for the NTCIR-9 Chinese-English
subtask.
Generally speaking, system combination is used to combine hy-
potheses generated by several different translation systems. Ide-
ally, these systems should utilize different translation mechanisms.
For example, combination of a phrase-based SMT system, a hi-
erarchical SMT system and a rule-based system usually leads to
some improvements in translation quality. For the NTCIR-9 Patent
MT Chinese-English task, the system combination was done as fol-
lows. We use both a phrase-based (see Section 2.1) and a hierar-
chical phrase-based decoder (see Section 2.2). For each of the de-
coders we do a bi-directional translation, which means the system
performs standard direction decoding (left-to-right) and inverse di-
rection decoding (right-to-left). We thereby obtain a total of four
different translations.
To build the inverse direction system, we used exactly the same
data as the standard direction system and simply reversed the word
order of the bilingual corpora. For example, the bilingual sentence
pair “今天 是 星期天 。||Today is Sunday .” is now trans-
formed to “。 星期天 是 今天 || . Sunday is Today”. With
the inversed corpora, we then trained the alignment, the language
model and our translation systems in the exactly same way as the
normal direction system. For decoding, the test corpus is also re-
versed.
The idea of utilizing right-to-left decoding has been proposed
by [19] and [3] where they try to combine the advantages of both
of the left-to-right and right-to-left decoding with a bidirectional
decoding method. We also try to reap beneﬁts from two-direction
decoding, however, we use a system combination to achieve this
goal.
4.3 Experimental Results
The results are shown in Tables 8 and 9. According to the rules
of this evaluation, each team must submit at least one translation
using only the bilingual data. We therefore split the results into
two tables: Table 8 shows the results using only the bilingual data,
and Table 9 presents the system results when also using the mono-
lingual data for LM training. From the scores we can see that
the monolingual training data deﬁnitely helps the translation with
around 1.5 points BLEU improvement and a decrease in TER of 1
point. The results also show that the inverse hypotheses differs a lot
from the normal baseline systems. With the help of our in-house
system combination approach (see Section 2.3), we combined these
four different hypotheses. For the big language model we achieved
an improvement of 0.2 points in BLEU and 0.5 points in TER com-
pared to the best single system. For the small language model, the
improvement was 0.5 points in BLEU compared to the best single
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dev test
Chinese→English opt criterion BLEU TER BLEU TER
Jane BLEU 35.4 51.1 33.8 52.1
Jane inverse BLEU 35.4 49.6 34.4 50.4
PBT BLEU 34.6 51.1 33.0 52.3
PBT inverse BLEU 34.7 51.0 32.8 52.3
system combination BLEU 36.4 48.6 34.9 50.4
Table 8: Systems for the Chinese-English patent task using a small language model
(Truecase results, BLEU and TER results are in percentage)
dev test
Chinese→English opt criterion BLEU TER BLEU TER
Jane BLEU 37.3 48.2 35.7 49.8
Jane inverse BLEU 37.2 48.1 36.3 48.9
PBT BLEU 36.1 49.7 34.9 50.4
PBT inverse BLEU 35.7 50.1 34.3 51.2
system combination BLEU 37.2 47.9 36.5 48.4
Table 9: Systems for the Chinese-English patent task using a big language model
(Truecase results, BLEU and TER results are in percentage)
system.
5. CONCLUSION
RWTH Aachen participated in the Japanese-to-English and the
Chinese-to-English track of the NTCIR-9 PatentMT [4] task. Both
the hierarchical and the phrase-based translation paradigm were
used. Several different techniques were utilized to improve the re-
spective baseline systems. Among them are merged endings and
KatakanaSplit for the Japanese preprocessing, using additional mono-
lingual data to build LMs, syntactic models for the hierarchical
system and a system combination of bidirectional systems for the
Chinese-English subtask. In this way, RWTH was able to achieve
the 2nd place in the Japanese-English and the 3rd place in Chinese-
English task with regard to the automatic BLEU measure.
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